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Dari: JPPResearch <jppres12@gmail.com> 

Date: Sab, 16 Jan 2021 pukul 05.46 

Subject: A manuscript number has been assigned: JPPRes-21-1015 

To: Citra Lestari <citraunbrah@gmail.com>, <citralestari@fkg.unbrah.ac.id>, 

<eryatidarwin@med.unand.ac.id>, <putra_aries64@yahoo.com>, <netti_suharti@yahoo.co.id> 

 

Ms. Ref. No.:  JPPRes-21-1015 
 

Title: The α-Mangostin Effect on The Quantity of TGF-β1 Titer Relate to The 
Mandibular Bone Volume of Rattus Novergicus in Periodontitis Model.   

 
Dear Dr. Citra Lestari, 

 
Your submission "The α-Mangostin Effect on The Quantity of TGF-β1 Titer 

Relate to The Mandibular Bone Volume of Rattus Novergicus in Periodontitis 
Model" has been assigned manuscript number JPPRes-21-1015. 

 
Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or 

when calling the office for questions. 

 
From this moment, if you have met all the requirements for submitting a 

manuscript to JPPRes, your manuscript will be handled by an Academic 
Editor to submit it to peer review. This process could take 10-14 weeks. 

 

All articles in JPPRes are published in full open access. In order to provide 
free access to readers, and to cover the costs of peer review, copyediting, 

typesetting, long-term archiving, and journal management, an article-
processing charge (APC) of 250 USD (US Dollars) applies to papers 

accepted after peer review. If you request an urgent revision of your 

manuscript [Fast Track Article Processing], you must pay 350 USD (5-8 
weeks). We only accept payments by PayPal for now.    

Thank you for submitting your work to the Journal of Pharmacy and 
Pharmacognosy Research. 

 

Sincerely yours, 
 

Prof. Gabino Garrido 
 

NOTE:  
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English Language Editing: For editors and reviewers to accurately assess 

the work presented in your manuscript you need to ensure the English 
language is of sufficient quality to be understood. If you need help with 

writing in English you should consider: 
• Asking a colleague who is a native English speaker to review your 

manuscript for clarity. 
• Visiting the English language tutorial which covers the common mistakes 

when writing in English. 
• Using a professional language editing service where editors will improve 

the English to ensure that your meaning is clear and identify problems that 
require your review. This service is additionally provided by JPPRes. JPPRes 

authors are entitled to a 10% discount on their first submission to either of 
this service.  

 
Please note that the use of a language editing service is not a requirement 

for publication in this journal and does not imply or guarantee that the 

article will be selected for peer review or accepted. If your manuscript is 
accepted it will be checked by our copyeditors for spelling and formal style 

before publication. 
 

Please, send a signed copy of the Copyright & Ethics form. You could 
download this document 

here: https://jppres.com/jppres/template/en/Copyright_Ethics.dotx 
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Editor in Chief 
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2. ACCEPTED  
 

Dari: JPPResearch <jppres12@gmail.com> 

Date: Sen, 5 Apr 2021 pukul 01.12 

Subject: JPPRes - Decision on Manuscript ID JPPRes-21-1015 

To: Citra Lestari <citraunbrah@gmail.com>, <citralestari@fkg.unbrah.ac.id>, 

<eryatidarwin@med.unand.ac.id>, <putra_aries64@yahoo.com>, <netti_suharti@yahoo.co.id> 

 

April 4, 2021 
 

Ms. Ref. No.:  JPPRes-21-1015 

Title:  The α-mangostin effect on the quantity of TGF-β1 titer relate to the 

mandibular bone volume of Rattus novergicus in the periodontitis model 
Corresponding author: Citra Lestari 

Authors: Citra Lestari, Eryati Darwin, Deddi Prima Putra, Netti Suharti 
Journal of Pharmacy & Pharmacognosy Research 
 

Dear Authors, 
 

It is a pleasure to accept your manuscript entitled "The α-mangostin effect 

on the quantity of TGF-β1 titer relate to the mandibular bone volume of 

Rattus novergicus in the periodontitis model", as an Original Article, in its 
current form for publication in Journal of Pharmacy & Pharmacognosy 

Research.   
 

The comments of the reviewers who referred to your manuscript are 

included at the foot of this letter. 
 

You will be contacted as soon as the author who should pay an article-

processing charge (APC) of 250 USD (US Dollars) applies to papers accepted 
after peer review. This message will be received by you through PayPal.   
 

After that, in a few days, you will receive the proofs in PDF of your 
manuscript for corrections. 
 

Thank you for your submission and corrections. 
 

We look forward to your continued contributions to the Journal. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 

Gabino Garrido 
 

Referees' comments for Authors: 
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There are some mistakes that could be solved during the editing process. 

 
_____ 

Editor in Chief 
Journal of Pharmacy & Pharmacognosy Research  

http://jppres.com/jppres 
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3. PROOFREAD 

 

Dari: JPPResearch <jppres12@gmail.com> 

Date: Sen, 12 Apr 2021 pukul 09.03 

Subject: Your e-Proof is now available for JPPRes-21-1015 

To: Citra Lestari <citraunbrah@gmail.com>, <citralestari@fkg.unbrah.ac.id>, 

<eryatidarwin@med.unand.ac.id>, <putra_aries64@yahoo.com>, <netti_suharti@yahoo.co.id> 

 

Article ID: JPPRes-21-1015 

Dear Author, 

 
The proof of your paper "The α-mangostin effect on the quantity of TGF-β1 

titer relate to the mandibular bone volume of Rattus novergicus in the 
periodontitis model", which is scheduled to appear in a future issue of 

JOURNAL OF PHARMACY & PHARMACOGNOSY RESEARCH, has now been 
uploaded as PDF file (in attached file). 

 
Please, note that this file should be annotated electronically and returned by 

email to editor@jppres.com  or jppres12@gmail.com  
 

If you are unable to electronically annotate the document please you write 

the corrections in a word or txt file and indicate where they should be placed 
in the document. 

 
Proofread the file for information accuracy against your manuscript copy. 

Your article production ID is noted at the top of this message - please refer 
to it in all correspondence. 

 
Acrobat Reader & Acrobat Professional 

You will only be able to annotate the file using Acrobat Reader 7.0 or above 
and Acrobat Professional. Acrobat Reader can be downloaded free of charge 

at the following address: 
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 

 
NOTE: Earlier versions of Acrobat Reader do not have annotating 

capabilities. 

 
Corrections 

We ask you to check the proof carefully, paying particular attention 
to the accuracy of text, equations, tables, illustrations (which may 

have been redrawn), other numerical matter and references (which 
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have been corrected for the style but not checked for accuracy, 

which remains the responsibility of the author).  
 

To facilitate PDF proofing, low-resolution images may have been used in this 
file. However, high-resolution images will be used in the final published 

version. If you have any queries regarding the quality of the artwork, please 
contact the Production Editor. 

 
Returning Corrections 

Please keep a copy of the corrected proof for reference in any future 
correspondence concerning your paper before publication. Please return your 

corrected proof or advise the Senior Production Editor if you have no 
corrections (email is sufficient) within 3 days of receipt. Please return your 

annotated PDF proof by email (editor@jppres.com). 
If you are unable to correct your proof using electronic annotation, please 

print out your proof and mark corrections onto the hard copy, using 

standard and consistent symbols, by following the marking in 
the proof correction symbols located on the e-proofing and scan these. 

Please return the corrected proof by e-mail. Alternatively, email a list of your 
corrections to the email mentioned below. 

 
Further Queries 

If you have any questions about accessing the PDF file of the proofs, 
printing, correcting or returning proofs, please contact the Senior Production 

Editor at editor@jppres.com  

Regards, 

 

Xavier Garrido 

Editorial and Design Manager 
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Editor in Chief 
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